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An   Interview   with   Nate   Burbeck  
 
Nate   Burbeck’s   paintings   are   included   in   the   two-person   exhibition    Not   Far   From   Here    alongside   photographs  
by   Kent   Andreasen.   This   interview   was   conducted   in   March   2020,   at   the   start   of   the   COVID-19   Pandemic.   
 
Not   Far   From   Here    is   on   view   at   The   Olympia   Project   (87   Grand   Street,   Brooklyn)   September   25   -   November   7,  
2020.   The   gallery   is   open   by   appointment,   and   maintains   COVID-19   safety   measures.  

Sophie   Olympia   Riese:    How   did   you   become   a   painter?   

Nate   Burbeck:     I’ve   always   been   doing   art   in   some   form   or   another   since   childhood   but   didn’t   really   get   into  
painting   seriously   until   late   into   my   Junior   year   at   college   when   I   took   a   Painting   1   class,   which   seems   a   bit  
late   into   my   school   days   but   I   took   to   it   pretty   quickly.   That   Painting   1   class   was   the   first   time   I’d   ever   used  
oils   and   something   about   it   just   really   clicked   with   me   and   I   fell   in   love   with   it.   Before   that   I’d   just   done  
maybe   one   high   school   painting   class   where   we   used   acrylic   which   at   the   time   wasn’t   very   exciting   to   me.  
Partly   too   I   think   the   environment   wasn’t   very   conducive.   I   went   to   a   public   high   school   so   relative   to   other  
specialty   schools   it   was   pretty   paired   down,   we   didn’t   have   critiques   and   the   assignments   weren’t   as  
interesting.   I   don’t   even   think   we   used   canvas,   just   painted   on   paper.   I   honestly   got   bored   with   it.  

But   college   was   different,   we   actually   had   real   critiques   and   my   professor,   Elaine   Rutherford,   was   really  
good,   she   took   us   seriously   even   if   we   weren’t   art   majors   and   gave   us   a   lot   of   freedom   but   also   expected  
accountability.   Her   classes   fostered   an   open   collaborative   environment   which   I   really   took   to.   If   we   were  
struggling   or   saw   a   classmate   stuck   on   something   we   were   encouraged   to   help   each   other   out   and   offer  
advice.   She   also   had   us   painting   on   fairly   large   canvases   (2   x   3   feet)   which   was   really   freeing,   and   we   had   to  
make   our   own   stretchers   and   stretch   our   canvases.   Very   hands   on   which   I   loved.   We   each   only   completed  
four   paintings   during   the   class   so   you   got   to   spend   time   developing   each   piece.   Critiques   were   great   too,   I  
think   that   really   helped   to   get   us   all   thinking   more   about   each   other's   work   and   what   we   were   going   through  
after   each   painting.   It   helped   me   too   to   be   able   to   articulate   visual   concepts   and   I   took   to   trying   to   help  
other   classmates   where   I   could,   especially   to   those   that   had   essentially   zero   previous   art   experience.   This  
was   at   a   liberal   arts   college   in   rural   Minnesota   and   a   lot   of   the   Painting   1   students   were   just   taking   the   class  
for   their   Visual   Art   requirement.   In   some   ways   though   I   think   that   made   for   a   more   interesting   dynamic,   and  
even   though   I   was   one   of   the   better   students   I   still   felt   a   sense   of   responsibility   for   my   own   work   in   the   class.  
Elaine   was   great   at   meeting   us   where   we   were   in   critiques   and   not   holding   back,   again   I   think   she  
engendered   a   kind   of   mutual   respect   and   seriousness,   which   probably   annoyed   a   lot   of   students   who   were  
hoping   to   take   an   “easy”   art   class   along   with   the   rest   of   their   course   load,   but   it   helped   me   immensely.   If   she  
weren’t   as   commited   I   don’t   think   I   would   be   where   I   am   today.  

After   taking   Painting   2   during   my   Senior   year   I   was   asked   to   T.A.   subsequent   painting   classes   in   my   last  
semester   of   college,   which   I   really   enjoyed.   I   also   elected   to   do   an   independent   study   project   which   focused  
on   painting   for   my   senior   art   thesis.   Elaine   and   I   became   friends   as   well   with   our   working   together   and   she  
invited   me   back   to   campus   at   least   once   a   year   for   several   years   after   I   graduated   to   help   lead   critiques   or  
give   demos   to   her   various   painting   classes.   That   I   enjoyed   especially,   I   miss   it   now.  

SOR:    Who   are   your   favorite   artists   (living   or   not)?  

NB:    There   are   a   lot,   especially   if   I   give   myself   some   time   to   think   about   it.   Rene   Magritte   comes   to   mind.  
Edward   Hopper,   Andrew   Wyeth,   Mike   Kelley,   Jim   Shaw,   Judith   Eisler,   Gregory   Crewdson,   Angela   Strassheim,  
David   Kowalski,   Rod   Penner,   Serban   Savu,   Amy   Bennett,   Josephine   Halvorson,   George   Shaw,   Sarah   Anne  
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Johnson,   Aneta   Grzeszykowska,   Vija   Celmins,   Jack   Garland,   Jo   Ann   Walters,   Stephen   Shore,   Mitch   Epstein.  
More   if   I   took   more   time   to   remember.  

SOR:    Who   are   your   greatest   influences?   

NB:    I’m   not   really   sure,   it’s   a   big   mixture   of   different   people.   Other   artists,   various   filmmakers,  
photographers,   writers,   even   just   people   I   grew   up   with,   they   all   have   left   an   imprint   on   some   level.  

SOR:    Whose   art   would   you   love   to   have   hanging   in   your   home?  

NB:    Actually   that’s   something   I   haven’t   thought   about.   I’ve   not   collected   much   artwork   myself,   probably   the  
closest   thing   I   have   is   a   (slowly)   growing   collection   of   art   books.   I   suppose   any   of   the   artists   I   mentioned  
before   would   be   fantastic   to   have,   even   if   I   don’t   have   much   space   for   them   currently.   Someone   I   haven’t  
mentioned   but   comes   to   mind   is   Lesley   Vance.   Her   paintings   are   very   different   from   mine   but   I   really   like  
her   style,   her   canvases   are   easy   to   get   lost   in.   David   Kowalski   is   someone   I’ve   followed   for   a   long   time   on  
tumblr   and   now   Instagram   and   I   always   love   to   see   his   work.   His   paintings   are   small   too   so   they’d   easily   find  
wall   space.  

It’s   not   necessarily   his   original   artwork   but   I   know   Jim   Shaw   has   an   incredible   collection   of   weird   religious  
and   UFO   type   booklets,   didactics,   posters   and   such.   I’d   love   to   have   more   of   a   fleshed   out   collection   of  
material   similar   to   his.   I   have   some   but   nowhere   near   that   volume.   I   saw   a   great   display   of   his   collection   in   a  
show   at   the   New   Museum   several   years   back   (“The   End   is   Here”,   2015).   That   was   really   remarkable   to   see,   I  
could’ve   stayed   there   for   hours   had   I   not   been   seeing   it   with   other   people.  

SOR:    What   is   the   best   piece   of   advice   you’ve   been   given   about   your   work?  

NB:    I   don’t   recall   any   specific   advice   about   my   work,   but   something   more   general   that   comes   to   mind   is   the  
mantra   that   “work   begets   work”.   I   take   it   to   mean   that   it’s   important   to   keep   creating,   keep   thinking,   keep  
observing.  

SOR:    Have   you   always   known   you   wanted   to   be   an   artist?    Have   you   always   been   a   painter?   What   other  
media   have   you   used?  

NB:    I’ve   always   been   doing   art   of   some   kind   or   another   ever   since   childhood.   When   I   was   a   kid   I   drew   a   lot.  
First   it   was   dinosaurs,   then   later   when   I   got   a   little   bit   older   it   morphed   into   comic   books,   cartoons   and  
creating   my   own   characters.   When   I   started   getting   into   sports   as   an   eleven   year   old   I   would   create   new  
logos   and   jersey   designs.   I   was   constantly   doodling   in   my   notebooks   or   on   the   side   of   assignment   sheets.  
Drawing   was   really   my   go-to,   I   loved   it,   though   I   don’t   think   I   started   to   create   more   realistic   renderings   until  
middle   school   and   then   into   high   school,   mimicking   books,   magazines   and   doing   some   observational  
drawings   from   still   lifes.   In   high   school   I   continued   drawing   with   graphite,   charcoal,   pen   and   ink,   some  
watercolor.   I   remember   using   oil   pastels   a   lot   too   which   were   really   fun.   In   the   last   half   of   high   school   I   spent  
a   lot   of   time   doing   ceramics   and   pottery   and   got   pretty   good   at   it.   I   really   liked   our   teacher,   who   also   taught  
drawing   though   I   never   took   any   of   those   classes   with   him.   He   was   a   heavy   set   guy   with   a   huge   beard,   hair  
in   a   ponytail   and   was   really   into   heavy   metal   music.   He   had   a   good   sense   of   humor   too   and   would   let   us  
play   our   CDs   on   his   stereo   during   class,   or   we   could   listen   to   our   own   Walkmans   when   we   were   working.   His  
classes   were   a   lot   of   fun   and   I   remember   I’d   spend   my   free   study   hours   down   in   the   ceramics   room   to   work  
on   projects   or   drawings.   Usually   ceramics   or   that   study   hour   would   be   the   last   class   of   the   day   in   my  
schedule   so   I’d   come   home   with   splotches   of   clay   still   on   my   jeans   and   shoes.   So   I   spent   a   lot   of   time   in   his  
class,   and   I   remember   he   even   took   me   and   a   couple   other   kids   after   school   to   some   life   drawing   night  
classes   at   the   local   arts   college.   Funnily   enough,   despite   my   having   spent   so   much   time   in   high   school   with  
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ceramics   and   pottery   I   ended   up   not   taking   a   single   ceramics   class   when   I   was   in   college,   even   though   it’s  
nationally   known   for   its   ceramics   program.  

In   college   I   had   an   Olympus   Stylus   digital   point-and-shoot   camera   that   I   used   while   I   was   on   a   study   abroad  
semester   in   London.   It   was   mostly   used   to   take   travel   photos   but   then   I   started   using   it   as   a   tool   for  
reference   material   when   I   got   back   stateside   and   began   taking   those   painting   classes.   As   my   painting  
practice   further   developed   after   college   I   continued   to   use   photography   as   a   tool   and   “upgraded”   by  
purchasing   a   used   Canon   Rebel   T3i   DSLR   and   subsequent   tripods.   I   wouldn’t   say   my   photography   skills   are  
incredibly   polished   since   I   don’t   utilize   it   enough   to   have   much   of   a   mastery,   but   it’s   certainly   a   useful   tool   to  
have,   especially   for   getting   reference   material.   The   nice   thing   is   I   don’t   necessarily   have   to   take   a   perfect  
photograph   because   I   can   make   up   for   it   in   the   painting.  

SOR:    What   inspired   this   body   of   work?   If   it’s   ongoing,   what   continues   to   inspire   it?  

NB:    Most   of   the   work   is   derived   from   the   experiences   and   memories   of   my   past,   primarily   from   childhood  
and   adolescence.    I   grew   up   in   an   insular   religious   group   which   gave   me   a   certain   experience   where   on   the  
one   hand   my   childhood   was   a   seemingly   normal   Midwestern,   suburban   existence   with   school   and   friends  
and   having   an   active   imagination   and   the   rest   of   it,   but   I   was   also   in   this   milieu   of   end-times   prophecies   and  
suspicion   of   the   outside   world,   feeling   separate.   It   was   also   punctuated   by   other   paranoid   social  
undercurrents   that   were   happening   especially   during   my   teenage   years   in   the   post-9/11   days.   So   this  
strange   paradox   of   being   between   different   worlds   and   ways   of   understanding   left   an   impression   on   me  
and   that’s   been   something   I’ve   drawn   inspiration   from.   I   think   it’s   also   geared   me   to   be   drawn   to   certain  
topics   or   artists.    Though   I’ll   mention   it   doesn’t   necessarily   mean   that   any   one   painting   is   directly   related   to   a  
specific   instance   or   event   but   more   that   they   are   a   derivation   of   a   feeling   or   memory,   filtered   through   the  
lense   of   the   present   peering   back   into   the   past,   or   even   re-created,   reimagined   in   some   way.   So   it   becomes  
a   different   thing   in   the   painting   but   that’s   been   the   genesis.   Some   works   are   more   straightforward,   say   just   a  
simple   landscape   I   came   across   where   something   about   the   lighting,   texture   or   composition   is   evocative.   I  
find   that   I’m   continuously   inspired   by   dusk   and   twilight,   there’s   a   certain   magic   that   happens   during   that  
time   when   light   is   transformative.   I   suppose   too   it   helps   that   I’m   a   night   owl,   my   mind   is   more   active   during  
those   times   and   late   into   the   night.   I   also   find   inspiration   from   other   media   like   a   piece   of   fiction,   movies,   TV  
series,   music   and   especially   other   artwork   that   can   be   a   jumping   off   point   into   a   new   idea.  

SOR:    How   do   you   conceive   of   your   work?  

NB:    My   process   involves   a   lot   of   front-end   work   before   I   start   any   painting.   Usually   it’s   coming   up   with   an  
idea   and   writing   that   down   on   paper   or   doing   a   very   loose   sketch   and   then   it’s   a   process   of   gathering  
reference   material   to   manifest   it.   For   the   landscape   paintings   that’s   meant   driving   out   and   traveling   to  
various   locations   to   photograph,   usually   during   a   specific   time   of   day   since   the   lighting   situation   plays   such  
an   important   part.   Google   Street   View   is   a   very   handy   tool   that   I’ve   been   using   for   years   to   find   locations   and  
plan   routes,   virtual   location   scouting   basically.   There   are   a   lot   of   places   I   still   would   like   to   get   out   to   and   I  
have   several   maps   saved   in   my   account   that   are   littered   with   markers   and   notes   for   potential   future   trips.  
Once   I’ve   been   able   to   take   those   on-site   landscape   photos   then   I’ll   do   some   editing   in   Photoshop   and  
develop   the   ideas   further.   If   I’m   populating   the   painting   with   figures   then   I   will   need   to   take   model   photos,  
which   usually   involves   soliciting   friends   or   people   they   may   know   who   are   interested   in   posing   and  
arranging   a   photo   shoot.   On   rare   occasions   for   certain   paintings   I’ve   actually   been   able   to   bring   models   back  
to   the   original   location   that   I   had   photographed   and   have   them   pose   on-site,   but   usually   that’s   not   possible  
so   I   try   my   best   to   mimic   the   angle   and   lighting   from   the   landscape   photograph   I’m   using.   If   it’s   not   possible  
to   get   models   to   pose   then   I   will   find   reference   photos   online   from   a   variety   of   sources,   but   this   of   course  
isn’t   ideal   and   takes   much   longer   to   process.   After   all   of   that,   when   I   have   what   I   need   I’ll   begin   painting,  
which   means   figuring   out   the   dimensions   of   the   image,   buying   supplies   and   building   a   canvas   stretcher,  
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stretching   and   priming   the   canvas,   projecting   the   image,   sketching   the   image   onto   the   canvas   and   then  
finally   painting,   which   itself   can   take   some   time   to   finish.   But   usually   I   have   most,   if   not   all   of   the   visual  
elements   of   the   painting   figured   out   before   I   start   with   the   actual   painting,   or   at   least   enough   to   get   started  
with   the   bulk   of   work   that   needs   to   be   done.  

SOR:    When   you   were   introduced   to   each   other’s   work,   what   were   your   initial   thoughts?  

NB:    This   may   sound   rude   but   to   be   completely   honest   my   initial   thought   was   something   like,   “Yeah,   this   is  
alright.”   I   didn’t   see   much   of   a   connection   when   I   was   first   scrolling   through   Kent’s   work,   probably   because  
he’s   done   such   a   vast   array   of   commercial   projects   that   bounce   all   over.   So   I   sort   of   took   it   on   faith   that  
[Sophie]   knew   what   [she]   was   doing   in   thinking   that   our   work   fit   together.   But   after   we   started   curating   and  
developing   a   rough   draft   for   the   show   I   started   to   come   around.   Seeing   the   series   Kent   was   using   for   this  
show   made   me   get   it.   The   work   he’s   showing   is   much   more   personal   and   there’s   a   quiet   beauty   to   them.  
Having   the   chance   to   meet   Kent   in   person   and   learning   more   of   the   stories   behind   the   work   enabled   me   to  
connect   it   to   this   journey   he   was   on   and   the   things   he   saw   that   were   both   foreign   and   familiar.   His  
experiences   as   a   fellow   traveller   and   an   outsider,   that   really   imbued   the   work   with   a   depth   I   didn’t   latch   onto  
at   first.   It’s   also   a   very   different   experience   in   seeing   the   full   prints   in   person   as   opposed   to   just   looking   at  
digital   files   on   your   phone   or   computer.   There’s   a   richness   to   the   light   and   color   that   places   you   in   the   work,  
it’s   much   more   immersive   than   at   first   glance.   Several   pieces   really   stand   out   to   me,   especially   “A   Fine  
Bouquet”,   “A   Baby   is   Born   (Found   Polaroid)”,   “Go   Beavers”,   and   “A   Lonely   Rest   Stop”,   those   works   are   really  
beautiful.    

SOR:    Apart   from   the   obvious   barriers,   what   have   been   some   highlights   of   working   on   this   show?  

NB:    It’s   been   difficult   with   the   unexpected   hurdles   but   I   will   say   it’s   been   a   joy   to   get   to   know   [Sophie]   and  
Kent.   I   think   having   to   maneuver   those   barriers   has   brought   us   closer   in   a   way   that   may   not   have   been   the  
case   otherwise.   Of   course   given   the   current   developments   in   the   world   at   large   we’re   all   having   to   make  
adjustments,   so   it’ll   be   a   welcome   relief   to   finally   put   on   a   proper   show,   if   only   in   that   it   will   hopefully   signal  
some   (future)   return   to   normalcy.   

SOR:    What   message   do   you   hope   the   work   conveys   when   seen   all   together?   Individually?  

NB:    I’m   not   interested   in   trying   to   prescribe   any   message   that’s   to   be   conveyed   by   the   work,   collectively   or  
individually.   That   is   the   work   of   the   viewer   and   likely   that   outcome   will   be   varied.   David   Lynch   had   a   good  
summary   of   this   urge   for   interpretation   in   an   interview   he   gave   several   years   back   in   Australia   where   he   was  
asked   about   “Blue   Velvet”,   to   describe   what   some   of   the   imagery   meant.   Instead   of   latching   onto   a   meaning  
he   described   his   own   creative   process,   that   it’s   about   the   ideas   that   come   and   that   these   ideas   are   conjured  
by   the   world   and   its   many   mysteries,   and   that   “human   beings   are   like   detectives,   we   want   to   know   what’s  
going   on   and   what   the   truth   of   the   thing   is.”   But   he   stressed   that   the   filmmaker   (or   artist   in   this   case)   has   to  
understand   the   thing   for   themselves,   and   when   things   are   abstract   there’s   room   for   many   interpretations  
and   each   person   should   be   able   to   make   up   in   their   own   mind   to   see   and   feel   what   the   thing   means.  

I   think   that’s   the   right   way   to   see   it.   And   that’s   not   a   deflecting   answer,   I   think   instead   it’s   important   to   keep  
alive   the   many   possibilities   and   interpretations,   not   to   impose   a   meaning   onto   the   viewer.   An   artist   may  
have   a   particular   meaning   or   feeling   that   they   are   trying   to   convey   but   that   doesn’t   always   determine   how  
the   work   will   be   seen   by   the   viewer   outside   of   that   context,   whether   intended   or   not.   Each   person   comes   to  
a   work   with   their   own   experiences,   their   own   sense   of   it   both   within   themselves   and   collectively   in   what   they  
take   it   to   mean.   I   don’t   feel   it’s   important   for   me   to   guide   that   too   much.   So   regarding   what   I   hope   the   work  
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in   this   show   will   convey,   I   can’t   know   what   will   happen   and   I   don’t   hope   for   any   particular   message.   I   just  
hope   people   come,   they   see   and   they   feel   in   whatever   way   they   will.  

SOR:    Do   you   consider   yourself/want   to   be   thought   of   as   a   Midwestern   artist?   How   do   you   either   embrace  
or   reject   that   label?  

NB:    I’m   fine   with   that   as   a   label,   I   mean   it   certainly   is   true.   And   in   my   case   since   the   themes   of   my   work  
derive   from   my   upbringing   and   the   cultural   currents   I   was   surrounded   by   I   think   it’s   fair   to   say   that   the  
Midwest   played   a   part   in   that.   I’ve   been   intentional   in   revisiting   the   Midwest   in   both   literal   and   figurative  
ways.   I’m   of   the   mindset   that   artists   produce   work   that   is   of   themselves,   and   that   our   experiences   help  
shape   our   work   even   if   it’s   not   easily   defined.   I   understand   the   sentiment   to   reject   any   kind   of   categorizing  
or   labeling   as   a   way   to   not   feel   limited   or   boxed-in   somehow,   but   we’re   all   products   of   our   environments  
and   our   intentions   react   to   those   circumstances,   conscious   or   not.   Where,   when   or   how   we   grew   up,   how   we  
change   throughout   life   and   what   sensibilities   we   develop   I   think   play   a   part   in   that   process,   even   in   cases  
where   it’s   not   so   readily   apparent.  

SOR:    What   movement   would   you   most   like   to   be   associated   with?   Does   it   exist?  

NB:    I   don’t   know   that   there   are   art   movements   right   now   in   quite   the   same   way   that   there   were   in   previous  
periods,   so   I’m   not   sure   if   there   are   really   any   to   be   associated   with   or   that   I’d   want   to   be   affiliated   to.   I’m   not  
enough   of   a   curator   or   critic   to   properly   assess   that.  

SOR:    How   do   you   see   yourself   pushing   your   practice?   What   do   you   hope   to   create   next?   Accomplish?  

NB:    I   hope   that   I   can   continue   to   develop   my   work   in   ways   that   move   it   to   new   spaces,   aesthetically   and  
otherwise.   In   the   last   couple   of   years   I’ve   been   experimenting   a   little   bit   with   interior   paintings,   mostly   of  
domestic   spaces   and   that’s   been   challenging   in   ways   that   I   didn’t   anticipate.   There   are   a   lot   more   elements  
to   consider   and   control   for   like   lighting   and   props   that   just   aren’t   as   predominant   in   landscape   work.  

I   don’t   know   if   this   would   ever   be   possible   but   I’d   love   to   be   in   a   position   to   be   doing   my   work   on   a   fully  
upgraded   scale,   like   having   access   to   basically   a   film   studio   with   sets,   props   and   lighting   equipment,   working  
with   hired   models   and   so   on.   Again,   probably   will   never   happen   but   I   could   see   that   being   very   enjoyable  
and   it   would   be   a   great   learning   experience.  
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